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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the Planck Multi-frequency Catalogue of Non-thermal (i.e. synchrotron-dominated) Sources (PCNT) observed between 30 and
857 GHz by the ESA Planck mission. This catalogue was constructed by selecting objects detected in the full mission all-sky temperature maps
at 30 and 143 GHz, with a signal-to-noise ratio (S /N) > 3 in at least one of the two channels after filtering with a particular Mexican hat wavelet.
As a result, 29 400 source candidates were selected. Then, a multi-frequency analysis was performed using the Matrix Filters methodology at the
position of these objects, and flux densities and errors were calculated for all of them in the nine Planck channels. This catalogue was built using a
different methodology than the one adopted for the Planck Catalogue of Compact Sources (PCCS) and the Second Planck Catalogue of Compact
Sources (PCCS2), although the initial detection was done with the same pipeline that was used to produce them. The present catalogue is the first
unbiased, full-sky catalogue of synchrotron-dominated sources published at millimetre and submillimetre wavelengths and constitutes a powerful
database for statistical studies of non-thermal extragalactic sources, whose emission is dominated by the central active galactic nucleus. Together
with the full multi-frequency catalogue, we also define the Bright Planck Multi-frequency Catalogue of Non-thermal Sources (PCNTb), where
only those objects with a S /N > 4 at both 30 and 143 GHz were selected. In this catalogue 1146 compact sources are detected outside the adopted
Planck GAL070 mask; thus, these sources constitute a highly reliable sample of extragalactic radio sources. We also flag the high-significance
subsample (PCNThs), a subset of 151 sources that are detected with S /N > 4 in all nine Planck channels, 75 of which are found outside the Planck
mask adopted here. The remaining 76 sources inside the Galactic mask are very likely Galactic objects.
Key words. catalogs – cosmology: observations – radio continuum: general – submillimeter: general
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1. Introduction
This paper, one of a series associated with the 2015 release of
data from the Planck1 mission (Planck Collaboration I 2016),
outlines the construction of the first full-sky multi-frequency
catalogue of non-thermal, i.e. synchrotron-dominated sources
detected in Planck full-mission (Planck Collaboration I 2016)
temperature maps. The main purpose of this catalogue is to provide a full-sky sample of extragalactic radio sources (ERSs), of
which the majority show a flat (α ' 0) observed spectral emission
distribution2 up to sub-mm/far-IR wavelengths. It thus extends
to higher frequencies than had been achieved with large-area
ground-based surveys (NVSS, FIRST, GB6, Parkes, AT20G,
etc.), which are currently limited to centimetre wavelengths.
Unlike previous Planck catalogues that were constructed on a
frequency-by-frequency basis, this is a fully multi-frequency catalogue of point sources obtained through a multi-band filtering
technique, which uses data from both the Low Frequency Instrument (LFI; Planck Collaboration VI 2016) and High Frequency
Instrument (HFI; Planck Collaboration VIII 2016). In addition
to the aforementioned ERSs, this catalogue also includes several
thousands of candidate compact sources of Galactic origin.
As extensively discussed in previous papers that studied the
ERSpopulationsobservedatmillimetrewavelengths(e.g.DeZotti
et al. 2005, 2010; Tucci et al. 2011; Planck Collaboration XIII
2011, Planck Collaboration XIV 2011; Planck Collaboration XV
2011; Planck Collaboration Int. VII 2013, De Zotti et al. 2015;
Planck Collaboration Int. XLV 2016) the majority of these extragalactic sources are usually classified as flat-spectrum radio
quasars (FSRQ) and BL Lac objects, collectively called blazars,
and only a few of them are classified as inverted spectrum or
high-frequency peaker (HFP) radio sources3 .
Blazars are a relatively rare class of active galactic nuclei
(AGN) characterized by electromagnetic emission over the
entire energy spectrum, from the radio band to the most energetic gamma rays (e.g. Giommi et al. 2012). They are also
characterized by highly variable, non-thermal synchrotron emission with relatively high linear polarization at GHz frequencies
(Moore & Stockman 1981) in which the beamed component
dominates the observed emission (Angel & Stockman 1980).
Interestingly, observations of blazars at mm/sub-mm wavelengths often reveal the transition from optically thick to optically thin radio emission in the most compact regions, i.e. they
provide information on the maximum self-absorption frequency
and thus of the physical dimension, rM , of the self-absorbed
(optically thick) core region (Königl 1981; Tucci et al. 2011).
Their spectral energy distribution (SED) is characterized by
two broad peaks in νLν : the first peak, attributed to Dopplerboosted synchrotron radiation, occurs at a frequency νp varying from 1012 to 1018 Hz (Nieppola et al. 2006); and the second
peak, attributed to inverse Compton scattering, occurs at high
1

Planck (http://www.esa.int/Planck) is a project of the European Space Agency (ESA) with instruments provided by two scientific
consortia funded by ESA member states and led by Principal Investigators from France and Italy, telescope reflectors provided through a
collaboration between ESA and a scientific consortium led and funded
by Denmark, and additional contributions from NASA (USA).
2
Here we follow the convention S (ν) ∝ να , with S (ν) the observed
flux density at frequency ν and α the spectral index.
3
It is widely agreed that HFP sources correspond to the early stages
of evolution of powerful radio sources, when the radio emitting region
grows and expands in the interstellar medium of the host galaxy before
becoming an extended radio source (see e.g. O’Dea 1998; De Zotti et al.
2005).
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gamma ray energies, up to around 1025 Hz (see e.g. Giommi
et al. 2012). Because of this second emission peak, blazars constitute a numerous class of extragalactic gamma ray sources.
About 90% of the firmly identified extragalactic sources, and
about 94% of the associated sources (i.e. of sources having a
counterpart with a >80% probability of being the real identification) in the Third Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) catalogue, are blazars (Ackermann et al. 2015). Thus, knowledge of
the blazar population is also very relevant in high-energy astrophysics. Furthermore, because of their very broad spectral emission, blazars are expected to contribute a substantial fraction of
the extragalactic background and its fluctuations at both millimetre wavelengths and very high energies, i.e. gamma rays. For
all these reasons, this new full-sky multi-frequency catalogue
of non-thermal synchrotron ERSs – aimed at filling, albeit partially, the gap between samples selected at mid/near-IR wavelengths (e.g. D’Abrusco et al. 2014) and those collected from
space observations at very short wavelengths (Compton-EGRET,
Fermi-LAT, Swift/BAT, etc.) – will not only allow the identification of new blazars to be included in multi-frequency catalogues
(e.g. Massaro et al. 2009, 2015), but will also help future studies
of the blazar phenomenon, of the physical processes occurring
in the nuclear region of this class of sources, and of their cosmological evolution.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe
the criteria we follow to select radio source candidates at 30
and 143 GHz by using a blind detection on Planck maps filtered with the Mexican hat wavelet. In Sect. 3 we briefly review
the multi-frequency detection method we use to construct our
catalogue and we give details about the implementation of this
technique on the Planck data. The mathematical description of
the method is referred to the Appendix A, while the practicalities of the implementation of the multi-frequency detection
technique for Planck data are discussed in Appendix B. The
catalogue is introduced in Sect. 4. We also define and introduce in Sect. 4 the Bright Planck Multi-frequency Catalogue of
Non-thermal Sources (PCNTb) and also the high-significance
subsample (PCNThs). The internal Planck and the external
validation of the catalogues and a brief description of their statistical properties are discussed in Sect. 5. The released catalogue
is described in Sect. 6. Finally, we summarize our main conclusions in Sect. 7.

2. The input Planck sample
Our list of source candidates is the union of those detected with
S /N > 3 in either the 30- and 143 GHz maps in total intensity made by Planck. The maps used here are the full-mission
ones and cover the entire sky (Planck Collaboration I 2016). We
employ two frequencies to detect sources because our multifrequency analysis typically yields lower flux density detection limits for the same S/N than a single frequency approach
(see Sect. 3). Thus the completeness is improved, without compromising reliability. This multi-frequency approach allows us
to reduce the single-frequency threshold of S /N > 4 used
for the PCCS2 (Planck Collaboration XXVI 2016), thus allowing additional candidates to enter the catalogue. Our choice of
two Planck bands at 30 and 143 GHz was made to combine
the power of observations at low radio frequency (where synchrotron emission is typically dominant in ERS spectra), with
the low-noise and minimum-foreground 143 GHz Planck band.
Note that ERSs still dominate the source counts at 143 GHz, as
displayed and discussed, e.g. in Fig. 25 of the PCCS2 paper
(Planck Collaboration XXVI 2016) and also in figure 10 of

Planck Collaboration: Planck multi-frequency catalogue of non-thermal sources.

(Planck Collaboration Int. VII 2013). Had we only selected
sources at 30 GHz, we would have taken the risk of losing
inverted spectrum sources, whose spectra can be rising well
above 30 GHz, as well as high-frequency peakers (HFPs; see for
example Snellen et al. 1998), which display a very distinct spectral emission, peaking up to millimetre wavelengths. Given the
main purpose of this paper – i.e. the selection of a full-sky sample of non-thermal ERSs – the adopted selection criteria help to
ensure that we are not defining a sample/catalogue that is biased
in origin against some particular ERS population, detectable in
principle by the Planck full-sky surveys.
The pipeline used to produce the two initial lists of source
candidates at 30 and 143 GHz with S /N > 3 is the same one
used to produce the PCCS (Planck Collaboration XXVIII 2014)
and PCCS2 (Planck Collaboration XXVI 2016) low frequency
catalogues. For convenience, we use Planck maps upgraded to
a common resolution parameter Nside = 2048 (using HEALPix,
Górski et al. 2005). One of the characteristics of this pipeline
is a two-step analysis, first performing a blind detection in the
full-sky map, and, second, repeating the analysis in a non-blind
fashion at the positions of the sources detected in the first step.
The goal of this multi-step analysis is to reduce the number of
spurious detections introduced by the filtering approach in the
borders of the cut-out patches, and to measure the flux density
of sources and background noise in an optimal way. In practice,
in the first step the sky is projected onto a sufficient number of
overlapping square flat patches (7.◦ 33 × 7.◦ 33, 128 × 128 pixels in
size) such that even after removing the sources detected near the
edges of the patch, the full sky was effectively analysed. Second, at the position of the remaining source candidates, a new
patch (with the same dimensions) is constructed, redoing the filtering and optimization of the Mexican hat wavelet scale, but
this time focusing on the centre of the image, re-assessing the
S/N of the source. Sources that in this second step do not meet
the S /N > 3 criterion are rejected. Since the patches overlap in
order to smoothly cover the entire sky (see the details in Planck
Collaboration XXVIII 2014; Planck Collaboration XXVI 2016),
multiple entries of the same source can be obtained in overlapping regions of two or more sky patches. These multiple entries
are removed from the catalogue, keeping only those with the
highest S/N in each case.
The Planck 143 GHz channel has much better angular resolution than the 30 GHz channel. Therefore, it can happen
that two or more objects in our Planck sample, selected at
143 GHz, are inside the same 30 GHz beam solid angle. We
keep such multiple occurrences in our input sample and deal
with them in a way that will be described in Sect. 4.1 and the
Appendix B.2.
Finally, the main disadvantage of selecting sources at
143 GHz is the possibility of unintentionally selecting Galactic
(or extragalactic) cold thermal sources that are bright enough to
pass our selection threshold. We will try to quantify the impact
of these sources in Sect. 5.4.2.

3. Multi-frequency detection
The vast majority of component-separation methods that are
typically used in CMB experiments take advantage of the
spectral diversity of the different astrophysical components
(synchrotron, thermal dust, the CMB itself, etc.) as a means to
disentangle the various signals that arrive at the detectors (see
for example Leach et al. 2008; Planck Collaboration IX 2016;
Planck Collaboration X 2016). However, most of the techniques
that are used for the separation of diffuse components are not

well suited for the detection of extragalactic compact sources,
except for the particular case of galaxy clusters observed through
the thermal Sunyaev-Zeldovich (tSZ) effect. Individual galaxies
leave their imprint on the microwave sky through an enormous
variety of astrophysical mechanisms – from radio active lobes to
dust thermal emission – so that, strictly speaking, each individual galaxy has its own unique spectral behaviour, thus making
it impossible for methods that rely on spectral diversity alone
to solve for each individual spectral signature. New methods,
specifically tailored for compact sources, then become necessary. Most of the detection methods for compact-source detection that have been proposed in the literature make use of the
scale diversity instead of spectral diversity (that is, they focus
on the sizes of the sources rather than on their colours). In most
cases, the catalogues of extragalactic sources are extracted from
CMB maps separately, one frequency channel at a time. The previously published Planck catalogues (Planck Collaboration VII
2011; Planck Collaboration XXVIII 2014; Planck Collaboration
XXVI 2016) follow this single-frequency approach.
Methods that attempt to combine the spectral and scalediversity principles in order to enhance the detectability of extragalactic compact sources were fist introduced in the literature in
the context of the study of the tSZ effect (Herranz et al. 2002,
2005; Melin et al. 2006; Planck Collaboration VIII 2011; Planck
Collaboration XXIX 2014; Planck Collaboration XXXII 2015;
Planck Collaboration XXVII 2016) an were afterwards generalized to generic compact-source populations (Lanz et al. 2010,
2013). The matched matrix filters (MTXFs) approach was introduced in Herranz & Sanz (2008) and further explored in Herranz
et al. (2009) as a solution to the problem of multi-frequency detection of extragalactic point sources when the frequency dependence of the sources is not known a priori. The MTXFs have
already been used inside the Planck Collaboration to validate the
LFI part of the PCCS catalogue (Planck Collaboration XXVIII
2014) and we will use them in this paper. The main aspects
of MTXF theory can be found in Herranz & Sanz (2008) and
Herranz et al. (2009), and are also reviewed in the general context of point source detection in CMB experiments in Herranz
& Vielva (2002) and Herranz et al. (2012); however, for clarity,
we summarize the main mathematical aspects of MTXF theory
in Appendix A. The practical details of the implementation of the
MTXFs for Planck data are described in Appendix B. In particular, we discuss how we obtain the photometry of the sources in
Sect. B.1 of Appendix B.

4. The Planck Multi-frequency Catalogue of
Non-thermal Sources
4.1. General description

We provide a Planck Multi-frequency Catalogue of Non-thermal
Sources (PCNT) containing the 29 400 candidates selected in
our input catalogue (as described in Sect. 2); additionally,
we flag the Bright Planck Multi-frequency Catalogue of Nonthermal Sources (PCNTb), a subsample comprising 1424 bright
compact sources detected with S /N ≥ 4.0 in both the 30and 143 GHz Planck channels, described in Sect. 4.2. Finally,
we flag a high-significance sample of 151 objects that are
detected with the MTXF at S /N ≥ 4.0 in all nine Planck frequency channels. We indicate this high-significance subsample with the acronym PCNThs, and we discuss it in Sect. 4.3.
Figure 1 shows the Galactic coordinates of the 29 400 candidates in our catalogue. The boundary of the Planck 70% Galactic
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Fig. 1. Position on the sky (Galactic coordinates) of the PCNT sources. The boundary of the Planck 70% Galactic mask, GAL070, is superimposed
in grey.
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Fig. 2. Position on the sky (Galactic coordinates) of the PCNThs sources. The boundary of the Planck 70% Galactic mask, GAL070, is superimposed in grey.

equal to the Planck FWHM at 143 GHz, we are able to separate
sources at low radio frequencies that would not be resolved in
a single frequency catalogue. It is important to emphasize that
single-frequency catalogues (such as the PCCS and PCCS2) cannot resolve sources below the angular resolution limit of each
separate channel, whereas the PCNT is able to resolve sources
at the 143 GHz angular resolution limit, even for the LFI channels. A more direct comparison between the two catalogues is
shown in Table 2, where the number of detections above 1 Jy and
with Galactic latitude |b| ≥ 30◦ are listed for the two catalogues.
Up to 143 GHz the two catalogues contain essentially the same
bright sources (the small discrepancies in the numbers of sources
are compatible with the statistical random fluctuations that appear
between catalogues with different flux density error levels). For
higher frequencies, the comparison is not meaningful because the
PCNT is a non-blind catalogue that focuses only on the positions
of our 30–143 GHz input sample.
4.2. The Bright Planck Multi-frequency Catalogue of
Non-thermal Sources

The whole PCNT catalogue contains as many entries (29 400)
as the input Planck sample described in Sect. 2. Even with
the multi-frequency filtering many of these targets are detected
with a low S/N in the LFI channels. We therefore define
a Bright Planck Multi-frequency Catalogue of Non-thermal
Sources (PCNTb), containing those sources that have S /N ≥ 4.0
at both 30 and 143 GHz simultaneously. This criterion guarantees that the members of the resulting subsample will show
strong radio emission. It also favours the selection of flat radio
sources. There are 1424 sources in the PCNTb, among which
1146 are located outside the Planck GAL070 Galactic mask. As
will be discussed in Sect. 5.3, many of the sources outside the
Galactic mask in the PCNTb are identified as bright blazars.
4.3. The high-significance subsample

There are 151 sources in our catalogue that are detected at
S /N ≥ 4 for all nine Planck frequencies simultaneously. We
call this the high-significance subsample (PCNThs). The extragalactic sources are either bright sources with a flat spectrum

continuing up to very high frequencies (normally blazars and
FSRQs), or local galaxies that show both synchrotron and thermal emission, or sometimes Galactic sources that are bright
enough to be detected across the entire Planck frequency
range.
The positions on the sky of the PCNThs sources are shown
in Fig. 2. As can be seen from the figure, many PCNThs
sources (76 out of 151) lie inside the Planck GAL070 Galactic mask. This was expected, since the criterion of setting a 4σ
threshold at all frequencies selects the brightest sources on the
sky, and most of these ultra-bright sources lie in the Galactic
plane.

5. Validation and properties of the catalogues
5.1. Internal Planck validation

In order to validate the flux densities obtained with the
MTXF multi-frequency detection technique we have compared the PCNT flux densities with those of the PCCS2 (Planck
Collaboration XXVI 2016). The PCCS2 lists four different flux
density estimates for each of its sources: the native detection method flux estimation (DETFLUX); aperture photometry
(APERFLUX); Gaussian fitting (GAUFLUX); and point-spread function fitting (PSFFLUX). Except for the case of very extended
sources, the four estimations tend to show good agreement. Here
we choose the DETFLUX flux density estimation as a reference.
Our input catalogue contains 29 400 sources, many of them
not included in the PCCS2. For this validation step we select
for each frequency only sources outside the Planck GAL040
Galactic mask. This is a more restrictive mask than the one we
use in the rest of this paper (GAL070); the rationale for this
choice is that we want to be sure to avoid Galactic sources
as much as possible for this comparison. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, Galactic sources will be seen against a
brighter background, which could cause errors in the determination of their flux densities; secondly, a significant portion of
Galactic objects appear as extended sources, particularly for
the HFI channels. As discussed in Sect. B.1, accurate filter
photometry requires that the sources are point-like (i.e. smaller
than the beam area). Figure 3 shows results of the comparison between MTFX and PCCS2 flux densities for the nine
A94, page 5 of 22
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Fig. 3. PCNT flux densities versus PCCS2 DETFLUX at the same frequency. The x = y identity is shown with a red dotted line. The dashed line
shows the best linear fit to the data points and their error bars for sources with PCCS2 DETFLUX between 0.5 and 10 Jy up to 353 GHz and above
1 Jy at higher frequencies.

Planck channels. In order to quantify the degree of agreement between PCNT and PCCS2 flux density estimates, we
have performed a linear fit based on the orthogonal distance
regression method (Boggs & Rogers 1990), which takes into
account uncertainties in both the x and y axes5 . The resulting coefficients to the fit S PCNT = a S PCCS2 + b are shown
in Table 3. For this fit only the sources with 0.5 Jy <
S PCCS2 < 10 Jy were used, except for the cases of 545
and 857 GHz, where the Galactic contamination is stronger.
For these two channels, we have just considered sources
above 1 Jy.
PCNT and PCCS2 flux densities agree very well for the
channels up to 217 GHz. At 353 GHz and above the PCNT tends
to overestimate flux densities with respect to PCCS2. There are
two possible reasons for this disagreement.
The first reason is background contamination: because the
HFI channels are more contaminated by Galactic and extragalactic infrared emission, and since the MTXF approach picks up the
maximum of the filtered images around the positions of each target in the input catalogue, flux density estimates can be overestimated in regions with strong contamination. Galactic emission
at HFI frequencies, particularly at 545 and 857 GHz, is strong
even outside the Galactic mask. For those frequencies, other flux
5

The number of points that satisfy our criteria and are used for the
fitting at 30, 44, 70, 100, 143, 217, 353, 545, and 857 GHz are 354, 232,
217, 198, 159, 122, 96, 34, and 36, respectively.
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Table 3. Results of the fit S MTXF = aS PCCS2 + b for the nine Planck
frequencies.

ν (GHz)

a

30. . . . . . . .
44. . . . . . . .
70. . . . . . . .
100. . . . . . . .
143. . . . . . . .
217. . . . . . . .
353. . . . . . . .
545. . . . . . . .
857. . . . . . . .

0.97 ± 0.01
0.97 ± 0.01
0.96 ± 0.01
1.00 ± 0.01
1.02 ± 0.01
1.05 ± 0.01
1.11 ± 0.02
1.13 ± 0.02
1.21 ± 0.02

b (mJy)
65.3 ± 12.0
75.9 ± 25.8
3.3 ± 10.8
−1.4 ± 8.0
26.7 ± 8.2
−4.6 ± 13.8
−24.7 ± 25.2
−40.7 ± 150.3
295.3 ± 234.9

density estimators (such as aperture photometry) can be more
robust. Our choice of the restrictive GAL040 mask, which leaves
only 40% of the sky unmasked, and the relatively high threshold
of 1 Jy we set for the 545- and 857 GHz channels, should largely
reduce the effect of this source of overestimation.
The second reason for the disagreement between PCNT
PCCS2 flux densities is a fundamental limitation of the multifrequency filtering technique, discussed in Appendix B. The
MTXF technique mixes data from different channels according
to Eq. (A.10). This could lead to intensity leakage between
channels, but this is prevented by the orthornomality condition
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ν (GHz)

a

217. . . . . . . .
353. . . . . . . .
545. . . . . . . .
857. . . . . . . .

1.04 ± 0.04
0.98 ± 0.04
1.13 ± 0.04
1.20 ± 0.05

b (mJy)
4.9 ± 52.1
91.0 ± 94.7
−268.6 ± 324.0
391.9 ± 849.4

(Eq. (A.14)). The problem is that Eq. (A.14) works only if the
source profiles τl (q) are well known for all the frequencies about
to be filtered. For this paper we have assumed circular Gaussian
beams with the Planck nominal FWHM values. This assumption
is good enough if: (a) sources are point-like; and (b) the instrumental beams are well described by a circular Gaussian (i.e. the
beam is stable across the image, with small sidelobes, and circular symmetry). This assumption is not correct in two relevant
cases:
– when beams are significantly non-Gaussian and non-circular,
as it is discussed in Appendix B;
– for sources in the high-frequency Planck channels that are
extended, which is a problem, since if a source is not strictly
point-like, the orthonormality relation (Eq. (A.14)) is not
satisfied and there will be some leakage between channels,
affecting the MTXF photometry.
In order to check this second point we have repeated the fit but
using only sources that are not flagged as extended in PCCS2.
Below 217 GHz the effect of excluding extended sources in the
fit is negligible. Table 4 shows the fits for 217, 353, 545, and
857 GHz after excluding the sources that are flagged as extended
in the PCCS2. If we do not consider the fit errors, the fit is
slightly better at 217 GHz, significantly better at 353 GHz, and
only marginally better at 545 and 857 GHz, where the effect
of Galactic contamination combined with pointing inaccuracies dominates the photometric errors6 . Taking into account the
errors in the fits, the only channel for which it is important to
remove the sources flagged as extended is 353 GHz.
5.2. External validation

The PCNT contains 29 400 entries, so it is not practical to
perform an individual external validation of all the candidates.
Instead of following such an approach, we attempt statistical
external validation by comparing the number counts of our catalogue with existing models. We also try to validate a subset of interesting bright PCNT sources that are not present in
the PCCS2 by looking for matches in existing ground-based
observing databases. Additionally, we study the reliability and
completeness of the catalogue by comparison to the Combined
Radio All-Sky Targeted Eight-GHz Survey catalogue (CRATES;
Healey et al. 2007) and we cross-correlate the non-thermal6

A fit at 857 GHz between PCCS2 and PCNT flux densities (using
the MTXF flux density estimation at the pixel corresponding to the
exact coordinates in the input sample instead of the local maximum
around that position) gives fit parameters a = 0.94 ± 0.04 and b =
(−350 ± 485) mJy. Excluding sources flagged as extended, we get a =
0.90 ± 0.05 and b = (27 ± 1168) mJy. Now most of the bias due to
random positive background fluctuations is removed, but we underestimate fluxes because the coordinates in the input sample (obtained at
30 and 143 GHz) do not necessarily correspond to the true positions at
857 GHz.

log10 (dN/dlogS) [sr−1 ]

Table 4. Results of the fit S MTXF = aS PCCS2 + b for the four highest
Planck frequencies, excluding sources that are flagged as extended in
the PCCS2.
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Fig. 4. PCNT differential source number counts for 30–217 GHz here.
Only 4σ detected sources at each frequency outside the GAL070 Planck
Galactic mask were used (blue squares). The red circles correspond to
the source counts estimated only for sources with a low-frequency counterpart in the CRATES (Healey et al. 2007) catalogue. As a comparison,
the predicted radio source number counts from the Tucci et al. (2011)
C2Ex model are also plotted (continuous black line). In the case of the
143 and 217 GHz channels, we also plot the number counts predicted
by the Tucci et al. (2011) C2Co model (dashed green line).

dominated PCNTb and PCNThs catalogues with a catalogue of
known blazars.
5.2.1. Number counts

One simple approach to check the validity of the PCNT catalogue is to estimate its number counts and to compare them
with well known models and/or other data. For this purpose we
have considered only extragalactic (outside the GAL070 Planck
Galactic mask) sources detected at the >4σ level in each channel. Another complementary approach is to study the distributions of spectral indices of the populations in the catalogue, as
well as their variation with frequency, and to compare these with
models and with previous observations.
Figure 4 displays the PCNT differential source number
counts (blue dots) in the six Planck channels between 30 and
217 GHz. Only sources above the 4σ detection threshold and
outside the GAL070 Galactic mask are considered. The corresponding numbers of sources – used at each frequency channel – are listed in Table 5 (first row). As a check, we also plot
the differential number counts (red dots) calculated by using the
same source sample, but selecting only those sources with a
low-frequency counterpart in the CRATES (Healey et al. 2007)
catalogue (see Sect. 5.2). Both estimates appear in very good
agreement at each Planck frequency channel and in the whole
flux density interval here analysed, thus showing that the source
selection we adopted misses only a negligible fraction of lowfrequency radio sources.
As a comparison, in each panel we plot the differential source
number counts predicted by the C2Ex model of Tucci et al.
(2011). This was the most successful of their models for predicting number counts at high radio frequencies (i.e. ν >100 GHz),
given that it consistently explained various and independent data sets (Vieira et al. 2010; Marriage et al. 2011; Planck
Collaboration XIII 2011), in the flux density interval 0.05 < S <
10 Jy. In the case of the 143 and 217 GHz channels, we also plot
the number counts predicted by the C2Co model discussed by
A94, page 7 of 22
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Table 5. Brief summary of the statistical results of cross-matching the PCNTto external catalogues of radio sources, blazars, and Galactic cold
cores.

Channel (GHz)

30

44

70

100

143

217

353

545

857

Number of ≥ 4σ detections. . . . . . . .
4σ matched to CRATES (%). . . . . . .
4σ matched to GB6+PMN (%). . . . . .
4σ matched to PGCC (%). . . . . . . . . .
4σ matched to BZCAT5 (%). . . . . . . .

1701
70.4
88.6
0.9
54.0

1123
77.4
90.8
0.8
63.4

1328
80.0
92.4
0.6
64.0

2015
75.5
91.3
1.6
53.2

2047
68.9
85.9
1.3
50.0

1610
67.4
83.8
7.3
51.6

943
57.3
75.5
13.9
47.1

719
32.3
60.9
18.8
22.7

798
22.4
52.5
16.9
11.8

Notes. Only sources detected above the 4σ level outside the GAL070 Galactic mask are considered here.

80

Unmatched sources ( > S)

Tucci et al. (2011)7 . This latter model assumed a more compact
synchrotron-emission region – in the inner jet of FSRQs – than
C2Ex, while keeping the same parameters for BL Lac objects
(see Tucci et al. 2011, their Sect. 4.2). This assumption implies
that, in the C2Co model, an almost flat emission spectrum can
be maintained up to higher radio frequencies, thus increasing the
number of detected sources at high frequencies.
Regarding the counts between 353 and 857 GHz (not shown
in the plot), we notice an excess of sources with respect to the
model above 300 mJy. Although there are partial reasons for
this (for example local galaxies showing both radio and infrared
emission), the simplest explanation could be contamination by
thermal emission that appears in the same positions of (already
fainter) radio sources detected at lower Planck frequencies, or
purely thermal sources (either Galactic or extragalactic) that are
bright enough to be selected at a frequency as low as 143 GHz in
our input sample. We discuss this possibility in Sect. 5.4.2.
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Fig. 5. Number of PCNT sources with no low-frequency counterpart as
a function of the flux density at 30 GHz.

5.2.2. Reliability and completeness

To verify the reliability of our catalogue we cross-match our
detected sources with the CRATES catalogue (Healey et al.
2007) at 8.4 GHz. However, by construction, the CRATES catalogue misses the steep-spectrum sources. Since we expect to
include several sources of this type, we also complement the
cross-match (within a 150 search radius) with the GB6 (Northern hemisphere, Gregory et al. 1996) and PMN (Southern hemisphere, Wright et al. 1994) catalogues, both at 5 GHz. Additionally, we also use other low-frequency catalogues and groundbased observing databases, such as The Australia Telescope
20 GHz (AT20G) survey (Murphy et al. 2010) or the SIMBAD
database8 . Since the PCNT extends to IR frequencies, on occasion we also use higher frequency catalogues such as those
constructed using IRAS (Helou & Walker 1988) or the Planck
Catalogue of Galactic Cold Clumps (PGCC; Planck Collaboration XXVIII 2016) in order to check if particular candidates
with thermal-like emission can be matched to already known
sources. However, our main focus in this paper will be the reliability and completeness of the low-frequency, non-thermal part
of the catalogue. Due to the double PCNT selection criterion
at 30 GHz and 143 GHz, we will study the reliability of the
catalogue in consecutive steps, starting from sources detected
with S /N ≥ 4 separately in each one of the two selection
channels and then proceeding to a more restrictive, brighter
subsample of sources detected above the 4σ level simultane7

Moving to lower Planck frequencies, the differences between the
models C2Ex and C2Co gets smaller and smaller; in particular, their
predictions are very similar at 30 and 44 GHz. For this reason, we did
not plot the C2Co model at lower frequencies.
8
http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/
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ously at all the non-thermal Planck channels (30, 44, 70, 100,
and 143 GHz). Finally, we will discuss the completeness of
the catalogue.
S /N ≥ 4 at 30 GHz: At 30 GHz we have 1701 detected sources
outside the Galactic mask GAL070 that have S /N ≥ 4. Of these,
1566 have a counterpart in the low-frequency catalogues, implying that at most 8% of the selected sources are spurious. In Fig. 5
we can see the number of unmatched sources as a function of
the flux density, while Fig. 6 shows the fraction of unmatched
sources as a function of the flux density. As expected, most of
the unmatched sources appear near the detection limit because
they are mostly caused by artefacts produced by nearby bright
sources (they are all flagged as part of a group).
S /N ≥ 4 at 143 GHz: The other interesting channel to check
the reliability of our catalogue is at 143 GHz, the second channel used to obtain the candidates of the initial sample. At this
frequency we have 2047 sources outside the GAL070 Planck
Galactic mask and with S /N ≥ 4. There are 1664 sources with
counterparts in the lower frequency radio catalogues and 1720
if we also consider IRAS (Helou & Walker 1988) counterparts.
Among the 327 sources not matched to these catalogues, only
14 are in the PCNTb and are brighter than 200 mJy at 143 GHz.
The rest have low flux densities at 143 GHz. Returning to the 14
relatively bright PCNTb sources that are not matched to GB6 or
PMN, nine of them have a counterpart in the CRATES catalogue.
Among the remaining five objects, four have cross-identification
with the BZCAT5 catalogue of blazars (Massaro et al. 2015);
they were also observed by AT20G, with flux densities at 20 GHz
that are consistent with our 30 GHz photometry within factors of 0.9–1.2. The last PCNTb object in this list is 33.7 arcsec away from blazar candidate WISE J140610.82−070702.4
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Fig. 6. Fraction of PCNT sources with no low-frequency counterpart as
a function of the flux density at 30 GHz.

(D’Abrusco et al. 2014), whose flux density at 20 GHz measured by AT20G is also compatible with the PCNT 30 GHz flux
density. Of the remaining unmatched sources that are not in the
PCNTb, 16 are brighter than 200 mJy at 143 GHz. However,
eight of these have counterparts in the PGCC (Planck Collaboration XXVIII 2016), so probably they are associated with regions
of Galactic emission. Of the remaining eight objects, four are
detected only at 143 GHz or at 143 GHz and one other channel and, therefore, it is reasonable to consider them spurious
detections. The remaining objects are of uncertain nature, but
all of them (except for one) have flux densities below 300 mJy
at 143 GHz; they are also probably spurious detections. The last
one, PCNT ID 4888, has a measured flux density of 482.4 mJy
at 143 GHz and is detected above the 4σ level between 70 and
353 GHz in the PCNT.
S /N ≥ 4 between 30 and 143 GHz: The PCNT contains 1012
sources detected above the 4σ level, simultaneously at 30, 44,
70, 100, and 143 GHz. Among these 1012 sources, 19 do not
have a counterpart in PCCS2 in any of the aforementioned frequency bands. All of these 19 sources have counterparts within
a 150 search radius either in the GB6 or the PMN catalogues. In
order to further confirm that these detections are real ERSs with
good photometric measurements in the PCNT, we looked for
matches in existing ground-based observing databases, which
have data reaching to frequencies closer to the lower bands of
the Planck-LFI than the GB6 and the PMN. We excluded sources
close to the Galactic plane (|b| ≤ 10◦ ) to avoid contamination by
Galactic emission. This left us with 18 of 19 sources.
The AT20G Survey covers the sky south of declination 0◦ .
We found 10 matches, each within 600 to 9300 of the PCNT position, and one within 12500 . The 20 GHz flux densities were taken
between 2004 and 2008, the observing dates depending on the
declination band. Thus none of the observations exactly overlap with the Planck observations, which took place between 12
August 2009 and 23 October 2013. The AT20G 20 GHz flux densities agree with the PCNT 30 GHz flux densities within a factor of 0.6–2.7 (average ratio 1.06). This is in good agreement
with what is expected for possibly variable sources when observations are taken at two different centimetre-domain frequency
bands and at two different observing epochs several years apart
(Hovatta et al. 2007; Nieppola et al. 2007).
For sources with a declination higher than −20◦ , we checked
the Owens Valley Radio Observatory (OVRO, Richards et al.

200
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800
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Fig. 7. Spectral energy distributions of the 49 PCNThs sources outside
the Planck GAL070 mask that are identified as blazars in the BZCAT5
catalogue (Massaro et al. 2015).

2011) 40 m telescope database (Richards et al. 2014)9 . Starting
in 2008, they regularly monitored 1800 blazars at 15 GHz. We
found four matches within 8600 or less of our new PCNT source
positions; one of them was also in our AT20G source identification list. All of these sources showed at least some 15 GHz variability during the Planck mission. For all of these four sources
the 30 GHz PCNT flux densities are within a factor of 2 or less
of their 15 GHz long-term average flux densities, thus, considering their variable behaviour, the flux densities are of comparable
amplitudes.
Visual inspection at 30 and 143 GHz of the Planck maps
around the three remaining 4σ candidates (that are not matched
either to AT20G or OVRO sources) suggests the presence of
moderate point-like, positive temperature fluctuations at the
positions of three of the targets (ID numbers 2037, 14439, and
2140), but does not reveal any obvious structure around the
remaining target (ID 28805). These four sources, however, all
have counterparts at 5 GHz in the GB6 or the PMN, and their
PCNT flux densities at 30 GHz are compatible with those of
their low-frequency counterparts, strongly suggesting that these
objects are real flat spectrum radio sources.
Completeness: From the source number counts (see Sect. 5.2.1)
we can also derive a rough estimate of the completeness limit
of the catalogue. This lies at around 300 mJy up to 70 GHz,
decreasing to about 150 mJy out to 217 GHz. At higher frequencies it continuously increases, with 250, 500 and 1000 mJy limits
for 353, 545, and 857 GHz, respectively.
5.3. Cross-identification of PCNTb sources with the BZCAT5
catalogue of blazars

As noted in Sects. 2 and 4, the criteria we set for the creation of
our input catalogue favours the selection of non-thermal compact
sources. This is particularly true for the PCNTb and the PCNThs,
which should by construction contain many bright flat-spectrum
sources. In order to check this, we have cross-correlated both
sub-catalogues with an external catalogue of known blazars. 913
out of the 1424 sources of the PCNTb have counterparts within
70 (the Planck FWHM at 143 GHz) in the BZCAT5 catalogue
of blazars (Massaro et al. 2015). Most of them, 832, are outside the Planck GAL070 Galactic mask. The BZCAT5 provides
9

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/ovroblazars/
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Fig. 8. Average normalized spectral energy distributions of the 49
PCNThs sources outside the Planck GAL070 mask that are identified
as blazars in the BZCAT5 catalogue (Massaro et al. 2015).

flux density estimation at 143 GHz from the PCCS catalogue
(Planck Collaboration XXVIII 2014) for 472 of the 913 blazars
with counterpart in the PCNTb. Remarkably, thanks to our
multi-frequency MTXF photometry, the PCNTb can provide flux
density estimations at 143 GHz and the corresponding photometric errors for the other 441 blazars in the list.
Among the 151 sources in the PCNThs, 72 have a counterpart within a radius of 70 in the BZCAT5 catalogue. 60 of these
objects are outside the Planck GAL070 Galactic mask, and 49
of these have flux densities at 143 GHz listed in the BZCAT5.
Thanks to our multi-frequency MTXF photometry, we can provide the flux densities at 143 GHz for the remaining 11 BZCAT5
objects.
Figure 7 shows the PCNT SEDs of the 49 sources of our
high-significance subsample that have flux densities at 143 GHz
listed in the BZCAT510 . Not surprisingly, almost all these blazar
SEDs are essentially flat in the whole frequency range analysed here. Figure 8 shows the average normalized SED of the
same 49 sources. This SED is essentially flat, with an excess
at 857 GHz that is partially due to contamination from Galactic emission and, very occasionally, to random associations with
nearby galaxies. There are at least two sources whose SEDs rise
sharply at high frequency. The first one is the brightest object
in the plot, which is only 10 away from the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED11 ) coordinates of the galaxy Centaurus A. The host galaxy of Cen A has a dust lane, responsible
for powerful FIR emission. The Cen A Herschel flux densities
at 500 and 350 µm are roughly 35 and 100 Jy (as obtained by
visual inspection of the right panel of Fig. 3 in Parkin et al.
2012), to be compared to our flux densities of 36 and 110 Jy at
545 and 857 GHz, respectively. Regarding the second object12 ,
whose flux density at 857 GHz rises to become the third highest
in the plot (light purple line in Fig. 7), it is located 5.◦ 4 away from
nearby galaxy NGC 6503 (z = 0.000083, Epinat et al. 2008).
This random association could explain the observed flux excess
at high frequencies for this object.
10

The BZCAT5 catalogue provides flux density information at
143 GHz for only 16% of its sources.
11
The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database (NED) is operated by the
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under
contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
12
The BZCAT5 redshift for this source is z = 0.7.
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Many of the SEDs in Fig. 7 show a small but noticeable
bump around 100 GHz. A possible explanation for this excess
could be the signature of CO contamination, which presents its
strongest transition line (J = 1 → 0) at 115 GHz, very close to
this frequency channel. This possible CO excess could also have
an extragalactic origin, since the redshifted J = 1 → 0 transition
should be observable in the Planck 100 GHz band for sources
with z . 0.45, and this criterion is met by 19 out of the 49
sources plotted in Fig. 7. However, the CO emission from blazars
is generally considered to be negligible. We have tested this by
exploiting the fact that there is a tight, almost linear, relationship between the CO and the total IR luminosity due to dust
emission (e.g. Greve et al. 2014). Therefore is possible to estimate the total IR luminosity of a source from its observed excess
at 100 GHz, assuming that such excess is purely due to CO
emission, and to compare to direct observations, where available. When IR observations are not available, it still possible
to compute the star formation rate (SFR) from the IR emission
derived from the CO excess, using the calibration of Kennicutt
& Evans (2012), and check if the derived S/N is plausible. This
kind of comparison is only approximate, but can give us an idea
of whether the observed excess could be due to extragalactic
CO emission. Only in the case of Cen A is the IR luminosity from the CO consistent with such direct measurements. In
two other cases, PCNT ID 721 and ID 1257, the derived SFRs
are plausible (500–600 M yr−1 ); however, there is no indication that either of these sources have any significant star formation (and low-z blazars do not generally show significant SFRs).
The CO excesses of all the other sources would correspond to
IR luminosities orders of magnitude higher than observed, or
to SFRs far above the Eddington limit (SFR  104 M yr−1 ).
We conclude that, with only a few exceptions (most notably
Cen A), the CO emission from blazars in our sample is
unimportant.
A second possibility is that the observed excess is caused
by Galactic CO emission, visible at high Galactic latitudes (cf.
Planck Collaboration XVIII 2014, Figs 3, 4, and 5, and the corresponding discussion in Sect. 5 of that paper). If that were the
case, the 100 GHz excess would also be visible in other PCNT
sources at similar Galactic latitudes and not in the BZCAT5.
While it is true that the excess is visible for some of the PCNT
sources not in the BZCAT5, there is no noticeable bump in
the averaged SED of the whole PCNT (restricting the sample
to sources above the 4σ detection level at 143 GHz). Therefore, while we cannot rule out the possibility of Galactic CO
emission as the origin of the observed excesses at 100 GHz
for some of the sources of the catalogue, there is no evidence
that this effect is relevant for the majority of sources in the
PCNT. Finally, a third possibility is that the 100 GHz bump is
a manifestation of the natural variation in blazar SEDs at low
and intermediate frequencies. Blazar spectra are the combination of emission from different components of the jets. Perhaps
the excesses and deficits seen in Fig. 7 are simply a manifestation of these different components, and have no further relevance. It is also possible that the observed excesses at 100 GHz
in Fig. 7 are due to a combination of the three possibilities
above.
5.4. Statistical properties of the catalogues

The main goals of this paper are to introduce the PCNT,
PCNTb, and PCNThs catalogues, to explain how they were
obtained using Planck data, and to make them available to the
community. Table 5 summarizes some of the results of our
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Fig. 9. Normalized histograms of PCNT spectral indices for different pairs of Planck frequencies. Only sources detected above the 4σ level in each
pair of frequencies are considered. Sources within the Planck GAL070 mask are shown in red, whereas the sources outside the quoted Galactic
mask appear in blue. Instead of the usual fixed-width bins, the histograms use optBINS, an optimal adaptive data-based binning method that
adjusts itself to optimally reflect the details of the structure of the underlying distribution (Knuth 2006).

investigations into cross-matching the PCNT to external catalogues of radio sources, blazars, and Galactic cold cores, discussed in the previous sections for sources outside the GAL070
mask13 The table gives an approximate idea of the number of
sources detected by Planck not covered in lower frequency surveys14 , of the level of contamination by Galactic objects for the
different Planck channels, and of the fraction of bright PCNT
sources previously identified as blazars. A full statistical study
of the catalogue is out of the scope of this work; however, to
illustrate the potential of the catalogues we outline here their
main statistical properties and the science that can be derived
from them.
5.4.1. Spectral indices and colour-colour plots

The distribution of spectral indices in the PCNT is shown in
Fig. 9. We have estimated the spectral indices only for those
sources detected above the 4σ level in each pair of frequencies. We distinguish between (mostly) Galactic sources inside
the Planck GAL70 Galactic mask and (probably) extragalactic sources outside the mask. For the extragalactic sources,
we again recover the high-frequency synchrotron steepening
above 70 GHz anticipated by González-Nuevo et al. (2008) using
WMAP-detected sources and confirmed in a series of papers
(Planck Collaboration XIII 2011; Planck Collaboration Int. VII
2013; Planck Collaboration XXVIII 2014; Planck Collaboration XXVI 2016; Massardi et al. 2011, 2016). As already found
in the analysis of the Planck Early Release Compact Source
13

The total number of PCNT sources outside the GAL070 Galactic
mask is 18 647.
14
As seen in the previous sections, this number is not equivalent to an
assessment of the reliability of the catalogue. See Sect. 5.2.2 for a full
discussion of reliability.

Catalogue (Planck Collaboration VII 2011) and confirmed later
with the PCCS and the PCCS2 (Planck Collaboration XXVIII
2014; Planck Collaboration XXVI 2016), extragalactic sources
with thermal emission begin to appear only at 217 GHz and
above, a much higher frequency than expected before the launch
of the Planck mission.
From these analyses, we can conclude that the PCNT catalogue is an excellent resource for studying the statistical properties of the non-thermal source population and the changes in
their emission properties with frequency at all the Planck channels (a frequency range poorly observed in the past). The possibility to observe the emission of the same source across such
a wide frequency range allows us to apply additional selection
criteria in order to identify important types of source. For example, selecting sources with flat spectrum behaviour at relatively
high frequency (143 and 217 GHz) will mainly provide us with
a blazar-AGN subsample, as was seen in Sect. 5.3.
Figure 10 shows the colour-colour plot at the common frequency 217 GHz for the sources in the PCNTb. This figure is analogous to the top panel of Fig. 26 in (Planck Collaboration XXVI
2016). The red crosses show the 278 PCNTb sources inside the
Planck GAL070 mask, whereas the blue pluses show the 1146
PCNTb sources outside the same mask. We can see the nonthermal and thermal source populations of the PCNTb. Sources
inside the Planck GAL070 mask tend to have a thermal spectrum, whereas the sources outside the same mask are mainly nonthermal. The non-thermal population is much more numerous
than the thermal population, thanks to our selection criteria at
30 and 143 GHz. This indicates that the PCNTb is a good multifrequency catalogue of bright non-thermal sources.
At frequencies higher than 353 GHz, we can see a different
behaviour between the whole PCNT sample and the PCNThs.
In the case of the PCNT, most of the sources show clear thermal emission, which probably indicates some kind of Galactic
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Fig. 10. Colour-colour plot of the PCNTb catalogue at a common frequency 217 GHz. The red crosses show the 278 PCNTb sources inside
the Planck GAL070 mask, while the blue pluses show the 1146 PCNTb
sources outside the same mask. We can see the non-thermal and thermal
source populations of the PCNTb; the non-thermal source population is
dominant, as is expected from our selection criteria.

thermal contamination or the classical Eddington bias. However,
this thermal emission dominates only in roughly half of the
PCNThs, and only for the 857 GHz channel. Taking into account
that these sources are visible in all the Planck channels, the
best interpretation in this particular case is that they are bright
local galaxies, where we are able to observe both the radio and
thermal emission. Within a search radius of 50 and outside the
GAL070 mask, there are 23 identifications15 of PCNThs sources
with IRAS compact sources (Helou & Walker 1988; Beichman
et al. 1988)16 .
5.4.2. Galactic and thermal sources in the catalogues

Figure 9 shows, using different colours, sources outside and
inside the Planck GAL070 mask. This allows us to roughly distinguish between Galactic and extragalactic-dominated subsamples of the corresponding catalogues. In this section we briefly
discuss the properties of the sources inside the GAL070 mask
and quantify the impact of cold thermal sources that were unintentionally selected in our input sample.
The Galactic sources of the PCNT, as seen in Fig. 9,
behave similarly to the extragalactic ones below 143 GHz, where
sources emitting thermally first appear. This early appearance of
thermal emission is probably due to the fact that most of the
Galactic sources are much brighter than the extragalactic ones.
Galactic sources that have a smooth transition between nonthermal- and thermal-dominated channels are probably mostly
planetary nebulae (see Planck Collaboration Int. XVIII 2015) or
supernova remnants (see Planck Collaboration Int. XXXI 2016).
Furthermore, Galactic sources showing a variation in their spectral behaviour around 100 GHz can be potential candidates for
studying CO line emission. This suggests that the spectral index
plot can be used as a stand-alone tool to distinguish Galactic
sources in the catalogue. In addition, but less easily interpretable
from the physical point of view, further selection criteria can be
devised based on a principal component analysis (PCA) of the
SEDs (see for example Sect. 5.4.3).
15

Out of 75 PCNThs sources outside the GAL070 mask.
Among them are several well known local galaxies, such as Cen A,
M82, M87, and the Sculptor Galaxy.
16
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As mentioned in Sect. 2, the use of the 143 GHz band as one
of the selection channels for our input Planck sample carries the
risk of including bright thermal sources in the PCNT. In some
cases, these are extragalactic sources that show both non-thermal
synchrotron spectrum at low frequencies and thermal emission at
high frequencies; in some other cases, they can be purely thermal
sources that are bright enough to be detected above our selection
threshold at 143 GHz. In order to quantify the impact of thermal emission in the high-frequency channels of the PCNT, we
have looked for sources detected at S /N ≥ 4 at 143 GHz that
have no counterpart in the CRATES catalogue (Healey et al.
2007) within a search radius of 32.03 (the Planck FWHM at
30 GHz). In order to focus on sources that are likely to be of
extragalactic origin, we restrict our search to sources outside the
Planck GAL070 Galactic mask and that are not in the PGCC
(Planck Collaboration XXVIII 2016). There are 494 sources in
the PCNT that satisfy these criteria. Taking these, we use a very
simple spectral index criterion in order to identify sources with
potential thermal-like emission, namely those sources with spectral index between frequencies 143 and 217 GHz α217
143 > 1. 56
out of these 494 sources (11.3%) have thermal spectra according to the α217
143 > 1 criterion. This suggests that the degree of
contamination of thermal sources in the whole PCNT at high
Galactic latitudes should be relatively small. However, the situation changes significantly if we focus on the brightest sources at
857 GHz. If we repeat the analysis, but consider only sources
with flux density above 1 Jy at 857 GHz, we find that almost
half of the sources (47 out of 97 that have S 857 ≥ 1 Jy and
S /N 143 ≥ 4 at 143 GHz, are outside the GAL070 mask and
are not matched to CRATES) sources are thermal-like according to the α217
143 > 1 criterion. This implies that the contamination
from thermal sources is much more relevant in the bright source
part of the 857 counts, and that it cannot be neglected even for
regions outside the Galactic plane. To a lesser extent, the same
applies to the 545- and 353-GHz Planck channels. Source number count plots (not included in this paper for the sake of brevity)
at the high-frequency Planck channels (ν ≥ 353 GHz) show a
clear excess of sources above 1 Jy with respect to the Tucci et al.
(2011) model of radio source number counts.
5.4.3. Principal component analysis

Colour-colour diagrams and fits to certain spectral laws (a modified blackbody, for example, or a power law with a given spectral index) are useful tools for source classification. However, the
complexity and arbitrariness of the classification rules can grow
very quickly when the number of channels (or colours) is large.
In that case, statistical procedures such as principal component
analysis (PCA; see for example Jolliffe 2002) can help to identify trends and correlations, to reduce the dimensionality of the
data and to ease the burden of automatic classification of sources
in a catalogue.
PCA is mathematically defined as an orthogonal linear transformation that transforms the data to a new coordinate system,
such that the greatest variance through some projection of the
data comes to lie on the first coordinate (called the first principal
component), the second greatest variance on the second coordinate, and so on. In our case, the data for each source are the
standardized (that is, mean subtracted and normalized to unit
variance) flux densities from 30 to 857 GHz, and the intuitive
meaning of the principal components is that of “generalized
colours” that identify the main spectral trends. Operationally,
finding the principal components is equivalent to solving the
eigen-problem for the covariance matrix of the data (in our case,
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Fig. 11. Components, as a function of frequency, of the nine loading vectors (eigenvectors) that map the normalized SEDs into the principal
component space.

the covariance matrix is a 9 × 9 matrix computed by crosscorrelating the 29 400 spectral energy distributions we have in
the PCNT). If X is the 29 400×9 matrix of standardized (normalized) flux densities of the catalogue, the principal components
are given by
T = XW,

(1)

where W is a 9 × 9 matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors
of XT X. We perform PCA on the standardized (normalized) flux
densities from 30 to 857 GHz for all the 29 400 targets in the
input catalogue. In the standardization pre-processing step, the
SED of each source is renormalized to unit variance. This is
because we are interested in the shapes of the SEDs, not in their
individual amplitudes. After this pre-processing standardization
we calculate the covariance matrix of the samples and obtain the
principal components through the eigenvectors of the covariance
matrix. We find that the two first components account for 86%
of the sample variance. Adding a third principal component we
account for 91% of the sample variance. This means that most
of the spectral information contained in the nine frequencies of
the catalogue can be coded in just two or three numbers.
It is not always easy to find an intuitive interpretation for
these generalized colours. Figure 11 shows the components, as a
function of frequency, of the nine eigenvectors calculated from
the PCNT. The two first components, which as we have just
mentioned account for 86% of the spectral information content,
could be interpreted as more or less a flat spectrum with some

Fig. 12. First two principal components for the whole input catalogue
(red points) and a subset of sources selected for their strongly thermal
spectra (blue dots).

preponderance of radio emission (which was to be expected,
considering our selection criterion at 30 and 143 GHz), plus a
component that peaks towards the high frequencies (probably
thermal dust contamination). The third vector suggests some
kind of bump around 545 GHz, which may be associated with a
Galactic cold dust component with T ' 10 K (or warmer sources
at z > 0). The rest of the components are much more difficult
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Fig. 13. Distribution on the sky of sources that were classified as thermal-like by the k-NN criterion on the first two principal components. The
Planck 70% Galactic mask GAL070 is superimposed in grey for comparison. The blob of sources around l = −79.◦ 5, b = −32.◦ 9 corresponds to
the Large Magellanic Cloud.

to interpret, but carry much less information about the spectral
behaviour of the catalogue.
The utility of the PCA analysis can be seen in Fig. 12, which
shows the distribution of the two first principal components for
the whole catalogue (red dots). We can now look for particular
subsets of sources and see whether they lie in a restricted region
of the diagram or not.
As an example, we have selected a group of bright Galactic sources by looking for coincidences between our catalogue
and the PGCC (Planck Collaboration XXVIII 2016). Galactic
cold clumps are expected to have purely thermal spectra. There
are 3150 matches within a 50 search radius between our catalogue and the PGCC. If we also restrict ourselves to bright
sources that are detected with S /N > 4 at 353, 545, and 857 GHz
in our catalogue, we keep 1882 objects out of 29 400. The
sources selected in this way are shown as blue dots in Fig. 12,
where they appear strongly clustered in a thin, elongated structure, centred around (−2.32, 0.14) in the principle component
plane. This suggest that it should be possible to identify sources
with strong thermal emission just by applying an automated
classification algorithm in the space of the first few principal
components.
The k-nearest neighbours algorithm (k-NN, Benedetti 1977;
Altman 1992) is a non-parametric pattern recognition and classification method that provides an intuitive way to classify a
n-dimensional sample of objects into two or more categories,
starting from a training subsample such as the one we have
described above. An object is classified by a majority vote of
its neighbours, with the object being assigned to the class most
common among its k nearest neighbours (k is a positive integer,
typically small, and must be an odd number in order to avoid
the possibility of having a tie in the vote). We have applied the
k-NN method, with k = 5, to the whole catalogue, restricting the
analysis to only the two first principal components17 . According
to the k-NN classificator, there are 4829 objects that should be
classified in the same category of thermal-like sources. Figure 13
shows the distribution on the sky of these sources; for compariWe have tried also other values, k = 3, 7, 9 and the results do not
change significantly.

17
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Fig. 14. Average standardized spectral energy distribution of the
thermal-like sources selected by the k-NN criterion on the first two principal components.

son, the Planck 70% Galactic mask is outlined in grey. As we can
see, the automatically selected sources lie around the Galactic
plane and the Magellanic Clouds. Figure 14 shows the average,
standardized spectral energy distribution of the selected sources,
where we can see an almost purely thermal spectrum with a
minor contribution from synchrotron (or maybe free-free) emission in the lower frequencies. This result is in agreement with
the physical interpretation we have given above for the two first
principal components.
These basic examples should help to demonstrate the potential and the power of the PCA approach. Just by looking at
two principal components, instead of using a complicated set
of colour-based rules (as in the standard approach), we are able
to identify – and, thus, exclude – sources showing a characteristic thermal dust spectrum. The same approach could be also
easily applied to the first three principal components instead of
only the first two. In general, this technique could be used to flag
sources that have extreme spectral behaviour before performing
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Fig. 15. Screenshot from the ESA Planck Legacy Archive PCNT portal.

the statistical analysis of the catalogue of sources of greatest
interest for the purposes of each specific investigation (e.g. nonthermal ERSs, in this case).

6. The catalogue: access, content and usage
The PCNT catalogue is available from the Planck Legacy
Archive18 . The name of the catalogue file in the Planck Legacy
Archive is COM_PCCS_PCNT_R2.00.fits. Figure 15 shows a
screenshot of the Planck Legacy Archive web interface to the
PCNT. The PCNT contains the coordinates, flux densities, flux
density errors, and MTXF S/N for 29 400 sources. Here we summarize the catalogue contents.
– Source identification: MAME (e.g. PCNT).
– Position: GLON and GLAT contain the Galactic coordinates,
and RA and Dec give the same information in equatorial coordinates (J2000).
– Flux density: the estimates of flux density for the nine Planck
frequencies (Err_Flux_xxx), in mJy, and their associated
uncertainties (Err_Flux_xxx). The string xxx contains the
frequency value.
– MTXF signal-to-noise ratio for the nine frequencies:
SNR_xxxGHz_MTXF.
To facilitate the usage and scientific exploitation of the catalogue, the PCNT provides in addition seven different flag
columns:
– PCNTb, indicating sources belonging to the PCNTb;
– PCNThs, indicating sources belonging to the PCNThs;
– Group_Flag, indicating sources that are found inside a
30 GHz beam area as indicated in Sect. B.2;
– Matched_to_PGCC, indicating sources that are matched,
within a 50 radius, to PGCC sources;
– Matched_to_CRATES, indicating sources that are matched,
within a 32.03 radius, to CRATES sources;
18

http://pla.esac.esa.int/pla

– Matched_to_BZCAT5, indicating sources that are matched,
within a 70 radius, to the BZCAT5 catalogue of blazars;
– from_030_input, indicating sources that appear only at
30 GHz in the input catalogue (see Sect. 2 for further
details).
It should be noted that there is no column that contains the coordinate uncertainties for each source. The errors in position are
inherited from the same Mexican hat wavelet technique used for
the construction of the PCCS2 and therefore can be computed
using the same procedure as described in Planck Collaboration
XXVI (2016).
Additional information about the catalogue content and format can be found in the FITS file headers.

7. Conclusions
The Planck Multi-frequency Catalogue of Non-thermal (i.e.
synchrotron-dominated) Sources observed between 30 and
857 GHz by the the ESA Planck satellite mission has been produced using the full mission data. This is the first fully multifrequency Planck catalogue of compact sources that covers all
nine of the Planck frequency bands.
We constructed our catalogue starting from a set of candidates that are blindly detected with Mexican hat filtering on
the Planck full-sky maps at 30 and 143 GHz. From this input
sample we selected those source candidates with signal-to-noise
ratio S /N > 3. The number of source candidates in this Planck
input sample is 29 400. We then ran a multi-frequency filtering
(the Matrix Multi-filters) on the nine Planck frequency channels. The resulting all-sky PCNT catalogue lists the positions,
flux densities, and flux density uncertainties of 29 400 compact
sources at all nine Planck frequencies. The PCNT flux densities
agree with previous Planck observations in the PCCS2 (Planck
Collaboration XXVI 2016), but our catalogue goes deeper
in flux density limits from 30 to 143 GHz (down to around
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100–300 mJy). Moreover, the PCNT is a band-filled multifrequency catalogue over the whole Planck frequency range.
Therefore, it is ideal for studying SEDs between 30 and 857 GHz
for thousands of compact sources and investigating the statistics
of their properties. An indication of the reliability of this multifrequency catalogue for statistical studies is given by the preliminary number counts calculated with sources in the PCNT and
detected outside the Galactic GAL070 mask; these are in very
good agreement with the number counts predicted by the C2Ex
cosmological evolution model of ERSs described in Tucci et al.
(2011).
Although the selection criteria chosen for our Planck input
catalogue tends to favour the selection of non-thermal, i.e.
synchrotron-dominated, sources, the PCNT also selects many
bright dusty compact sources, the majority of them of Galactic origin. In order to provide a purer set of non-thermal
sources, we also define a subsample of the PCNT whose components are detected with S /N > 4 at both 30 and 143 GHz.
This Bright Planck Multi-frequency Catalogue of Non-thermal
Sources (PCNTb) contains 1424 sources, of which 1146 are
found to lie outside the Planck 70% GAL070 Galactic mask.
Remarkably, 913 out of the 1424 sources of the PCNTb have
counterparts within 70 (the Planck FWHM at 143 GHz) in
the BZCAT5 catalogue of blazars (Massaro et al. 2015). Of
these matches, 832 lie outside the Planck GAL070 Galactic mask. Thus, the PCNTb contains not only flat-spectrum
ERSs (mainly classified as blazars), but also a minority of
Galactic sources, with spectra dominated by thermal dust
emission.
Finally, we also flag the high-significance subsample
(PCNThs), a subset of 151 sources that are detected with S /N >
4 in all nine Planck channels. The PCNThs contains high S/N
SEDs between 30 and 857 GHz for 72 known blazars (Massaro
et al. 2015), 60 of which lie outside the Planck GAL070 Galactic
mask.
We release for the scientific community the full PCNT
and the bright subsample PCNTb catalogues, and also the
PCNThs, with the corresponding sources flagged in the PCNTb.
We also include in the catalogues nine columns containing
the results of a principal component analysis of the SEDs
in our catalogue. We suggest that the principal component
analysis will prove useful for developing automated source
classification criteria and, as an example, we show that sources
with a characteristic thermal spectrum, easily identified by
using only a simple classifier based on the two first principal
components.
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Appendix A: Theory of the matched multi-filters
A.1. Multi-frequency detection

Let us consider the problem of detecting and estimating the
flux density of a source that is located at a given point of the
sky defined by the position vector b19 . Let the source be measured over positions x at N different frequency channels with
different angular beam responses {τk (x)} = [τ1 (x) , . . . , τN (x)].
For convenience, let us normalize the angular responses so that
τk (0) = 1, k = 1, . . . , N. Then the flux density of the source at a
given position and channel can be written as
S k (x) = Ak τk (x − b) ,

(A.1)

where Ak is the unknown amplitude of the source in the kth channel. We assume no prior knowledge about the values of Ak , but
we consider that the τk (x) profiles are sufficiently well characterized by the instrument’s optics and the telescope’s observing
strategy. Now let the source be embedded in a mixture nk (x)
of CMB, Galactic and extragalactic foregrounds, and instrumental noise. We will refer to this mixture as the generalized
noise. Let us model this generalized noise as a random process
whose second-order statistics are either known a priori or can be
directly estimated from the data20 :


hnk (q) n∗l q0 i = Pkl (q) δ2 q − q0 ,
(A.2)
where P = (Pkl ) is the cross-power spectrum matrix of the generalized noise, q is a vector in Fourier space21 and the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. When the generalized noise is
added to the source signal, the observed data becomes
Dk (x) = S k (x) + nk (x) .

(A.3)

For k = 1, . . . , N. A useful quantity to consider is the peak S/N
of the source in channel k, defined as
Ak
Sk =
,
(A.4)
σk
where σk is the rms of the generalized noise in the kth channel.
A typical way to enhance the detectability of a source in an individual channel is to spatially filter the data with a suitable filter
ψk , so that the rms of the filtered generalized noise, σwk , is conveniently reduced and the peak signal-to-noise ratio of the source
is maximized (e.g. Barreiro et al. 2003, and references therein).
The gain of the filter is defined as the ratio
g ψk =
19

A w σk
Awk /σwk
= k ·
Ak /σk
Ak σwk

(A.5)

For the sake of clarity, throughout this paper we use a notation
according to which bold italic x symbols will denote vectors on the
sphere (in either the spatial or Fourier domains), whereas plain boldface f symbols will denote vectors and matrices in the electromagnetic
frequency domain.
20
If the sources are not very numerous or extremely bright, a good
approximation of the power spectrum of the generalized noise is given
just by the cross-power spectrum of the images. Note, however, that
since the ingredients of the mixture of CMB and foregrounds depend on
the position on the sky, the generalized noise must be computed locally
rather than globally.
21
It is convenient, both theoretically and computationally, to define
the filters in Fourier space, and so the q vector can be interpreted as
a wavevector for Fourier analysis. We do not use the standard k notation in order to avoid confusion with the k index in Eq. (A.1) and later.
Since we are working with flat-sky patches, we can use with the planar
Fourier transform instead of spherical harmonics. However, this is not
essential for the discussion here, and all the formulae in this paper can
be easily adapted to the spherical domain.

In this equation, Awk is the amplitude of the source in the kth
channel after filtering. It is always possible to normalize the filter
in such a way that the amplitude of the sources is not altered, and
then the gain reduces to
gψk =

σk
·
σwk

(A.6)

The optimal linear filter regarding the gain, for an individual channel, is the well known matched filter (see for example Turin 1960) The members of the Mexican hat wavelet
family achieve in practice almost as good results as matched filters and have been thoroughly used in CMB analysis, for example in the construction of the PCCS2 (González-Nuevo et al.
2006; López-Caniego et al. 2007, 2009; Herranz & Vielva 2002;
Planck Collaboration VII 2011; Planck Collaboration XXVIII
2014; Planck Collaboration XXVI 2016). More recently, the
biparametric adaptive filter (BAF; López-Caniego & Vielva
2012) was proposed, which reaches virtually the same gains as
the matched filter, while allowing a simpler and faster implementation.
Multi-frequency detection aims to further improve the
gain by taking advantage either of the distinctive frequency
dependence of the individual sources, or the statistical properties
of the generalized noise, or both. But knowledge about the frequency dependence of most sources is scarce. For synchrotrondominated SEDs it is typical to approximate the spectral
behaviour by a power law
Aν ∝

ν
ν0

!−α
,

(A.7)

where ν0 is some fiducial frequency of reference and α is the
spectral index of the source. Using this kind of parametrization, a multi-frequency detection technique was applied to
WMAP data in Lanz et al. (2013). However, the parametrization (A.7) is valid only for certain frequency and flux density intervals. Even if most of the radio sources exhibit synchrotron power-law SEDs in the low-frequency regime, variations from one particular source to another are large enough
to make it impossible to describe all of them with a single
frequency law. Moreover, these sources show a rich complexity of behaviour, at intermediate and higher frequencies. Therefore we choose to use a multi-frequency detection method that
does not make any a priori assumption about the frequency
dependence of the sources, relying only on the multi-frequency
statistical properties of the generalized noise to maximize the
probability of detection of any kind of point source embedded
in it.
A.2. Matched multi-filters

The matched matrix filters (MTXFs) approach was introduced
in Herranz & Sanz (2008) and further explored in Herranz et al.
(2009) as a solution to the problem of multi-frequency detection
of extragalactic point sources when the frequency dependence of
the sources is not known a priori. The MTXFs have already been
used inside the Planck Collaboration to validate the LFI part of
the PCCS catalogue (Planck Collaboration XXVIII 2014) and
we will use them in this paper. So let us summarize the main
aspects of MTXF theory.
Let Ψkl (x) be a set of N × N linear filters, and for the data
images Dk let us define the filtered images
A94, page 19 of 22
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wk (x) =

XZ

=

XZ



dx0 Ψkl x − x0 Dl x0

l

dq e−iqx Ψkl (q) Dl (q) .

(A.8)

l

The quantity wk in Eq. (A.8) is, therefore, the sum of a set of
linear filterings of the data Dl described in (A.3) by the filters
Ψkl (x). The rms of the filtered data can be calculated as the
square root of the variance
XXZ
2
σwk =
dq Ψkl (q) Ψ∗km Plm (q) .
(A.9)
l

m

In Herranz & Sanz (2008) it was shown that the set of filters Ψ
that minimize the variance σwk for all k, without changing the
values of the individual amplitudes Ak of the sources (independently of what kind of frequency dependence they have) is given
by the matrix equation
Ψ∗ = FP−1 ,

(A.10)

known a priori. In other words, the matrix filters remove noise
not only by filtering in the scale domain, but also by cleaning
out medium- and large-scale structures that are present in neighbouring channels, while leaving unaltered the flux densities of
sources. In the particular case where
Pkl = δkl Pk ,

(A.15)

i.e. where the noise is totally uncorrelated among channels, it
can be seen that the elements of the matrix of filters default to
Ψ∗kl (q) = δkl R

τk (q) /Pk (q)
dq τ2k (q) /Pk (q)

·

(A.16)

In that case the matrix of filters becomes a diagonal matrix
whose non-zero elements are the complex conjugates of the
matched filters that correspond to each channel. In the case of
circularly symmetric source profiles and statistically homogeneous and isotropic noise, the filters are real-valued and the
whole process is equivalent to filtering each channel independently with the corresponding single-frequency matched filter.

where
Ψ = (Ψkl ), F = (Fkl ), P = (Pkl ),
λ = (λkl ), H = (Hkl ),

(A.11)

are N × N matrices for any value of q and where
Fkl = λkl τl ,
λ = H−1 ,
Z
Hkl =
dq τk (q) P−1
kl τl (q) ·

(A.12)

This set of filters assumes a structure that is best expressed in
the form of a matrix equation, hence the name matched matrix
filters. For N different channels, the matrix equation gives a set
of N × N linear filters that operate over the channels to produce
N filtered images, one for each channel, where the gain factor of
point sources is maximized.
It is straightforward to show that when the filters (A.10) are
applied to a set of N images, at the position of a given compact
source the filtered images take values [w1 , . . . , wN ], with
XZ
dq Ψkl (q) Ak τl (q) = Ak ,
(A.13)
wk =
l

that is, the filters are unbiased estimators of the flux density of
the source in every one of the N channels. This is guaranteed by
the algebraic structure of the filters, that is such that the following orthonormality condition is satisfied:
Z
dq Ψkl (q) τl (q) = δkl .
(A.14)
This relation guarantees that the flux density of a point source
in the lth channel does not leak into the kth filtered image. On
the other hand, if there is some degree of statistical correlation
between the generalized noise in the lth and kth channels, the Hkl
terms in Eq. (A.12) contribute to decreasing the filtered rms σwk
to a level that is lower than the one achieved by single-frequency
matched filters. As shown in Herranz & Sanz (2008) and
Herranz et al. (2009), it can be shown that for the filters (A.10)
the variance (A.9) is minimized, i.e. the MTXFs are not only
unbiased but also achieve statistical maximum efficiency among
the class of linear filters when the SED of the sources is not
A94, page 20 of 22

Appendix B: Practical considerations of the
implementation of the matched multi-filters for
the PCNT
In Herranz et al. (2009) the MTXFs were applied to realistic
pre-launch simulations of the Planck-LFI + 100 GHz channels.
The work served as a testbed for the capabilities of the MTXF
approach and provided several practical lessons about the implementation of the technique.
The first of these lessons can be derived analytically from
Eqs. (A.10)–(A.14). When the generalized noise is uncorrelated
among channels the matrix of filters defaults to a diagonal matrix
whose non-zero elements are the complex conjugates of the
matched filters that correspond to each channel. In the case of
circularly symmetric source profiles and statistically homogeneous and isotropic noise, the filters are real-valued and the
whole process is equivalent to filtering each channel independently with the appropiate matched filter.
The second lesson learnt from Herranz et al. (2009) is that
when the MTXF are applied to a set of N frequency channels
ordered by increasing (or decreasing) frequency, ν1 < ν2 < . . . <
νN , the gains tend to be higher for the intermediate channels,
and smaller for the peripheral channels. For the channels that are
at the limits of the interval (k = 1 and k = N), the gain tends
to reach values similar to those obtained by single frequency
matched filters. There is no obvious theoretical reason for this to
happen, but intuitively it seems logical that the noise reduction
works better when there is information about the correlated noise
at frequencies on either side (which of course was the same driving reason for Planck to have frequency coverage on both sides
of the CMB channels).
The third lesson is related to Eqs. (A.15) and (A.16). For the
MTXFs to improve the gain factors with respect to the singlefrequency matched filter, it is necessary to have some degree
of correlation between the generalized noise in different channels. Correlation between generalized noise appears due to the
presence of common physical processes on the sky: for example, synchrotron emission at 30 GHz correlates with synchrotron
emission at 44 GHz. This implies that it makes little sense to
mix together in the analysis frequency channels that are too far
apart in the electromagnetic spectrum. The matrix P tends to
have a band structure whose elements decrease rapidly away
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from the diagonal. If we add too many channels to the MTXF
we gain little in terms of noise reduction, but we gain in computational complexity and potentially harmful numerical effects. It
is convenient to find a compromise for the number of channels to
consider simultaneously: too few channels means we lose gain
power, but too many channels can lead to computational and
numerical problems. We have found that N = 4 channels is a
good compromise for the case of Planck.
A fourth practical consideration pertains to the implicit and
explicit assumptions of the filtering technique. The two basic statistical assumptions at the core of the MTXF technique are: (a) that
the generalized noise (CMB + diffuse Galactic and extragalactic
foregrounds + instrumental noise) is described by a random process sufficiently well described by its second-order statistics as in
Eq. (A.2); and (b) that the sources are point-like and the beam point
spread functions at all the observing frequencies are well known,
so that the orthonormality condition (Eq. (A.14)) is satisfied. The
first assumption is typical of most detection/estimation methods
used in CMB astronomy and it is usually met at least in regions of
the sky where Galactic emission is not too strong. In the following we will assume that the generalized noise is sufficiently wellbehaved, but it should be noted as a caveat that the performance of
the filters, particularly regarding the accuracy of their photometric
estimation, can degrade in the vicinity of bright regions, especially
in and around the Galactic plane.
Regarding the characterization of the sources as point-like
compact objects, problems can arise in two cases: (a) when
sources are extended; and (b) when the angular beam responses
τk (x) are not well characterized. In both cases the orthonormality
condition (Eq. (A.14)) is not met and signal can leak from one
frequency channel to others, thus affecting the quality of the photometry of individual sources22 . Let us for the moment focus on
the second case. Planck beams are reasonably well approximated
by circularly symmetric two-dimensional Gaussians with effective beam widths, as described in Planck Collaboration I (2016),
Planck Collaboration IV (2016) and Planck Collaboration VII
(2016), except for one frequency, the LFI 44 GHz channel. The
LFI 44 GHz optical layout is composed of three pairs of beams
(LFI24 to LFI26), two of them with effective FWHM ' 300
and a third with effective FWHM ' 230 (see Planck Collaboration IV 2016). Moreover, the individual ellipticities of these
beams do not compensate each other perfectly, leading to a noncircular total beam. The beam heterogeneity of the 44 GHz channel makes it difficult to combine it with other channels in the
MTXF scheme. For this reason, in this paper the 44 GHz channel is treated separately from the other channels, as described
below.
Taking these considerations into account, for this work we
have run the MTXF on sets of four channels (30–100 GHz,
44–143 GHz, 70–217 GHz, 100–353 GHz, 143–545 GHz, and
217–857 GHz). Except for the obvious cases of 30 and 857 GHz,
we accept flux densities for the final catalogue only for frequencies that are intermediate. That is, the 100 GHz flux den22

The orthonormality condition is crucial here. The MTXF method
is combining N images, mixing them and producing N new filtered
images, each one corresponding to one of the original channels. For
each of the output channels we wish to detect and to estimate the flux
density of the sources corresponding to that channel, and only that
channel We do not wish, for example, to look at a 70 GHz source and
get its flux density mixed with (for example) its flux density at 143 GHz.
The way to guarantee that this is not happening is to satisfy Eq. (A.14):
if this condition is met, we can be sure that the MTXF procedure is
cleaning contamination without mixing the flux densities of the sources
with their flux densities at neighbouring frequencies.

sity could only come from the 44–143 GHz or 70–217 GHz
runs. Every time a channel is intermediate to two or more runs
of the MTXF (for example, 143 GHz is intermediate for the
runs 70–217 GHz and 100–353 GHz), we choose for the final
catalogue the case with a higher average S/N. Exception is
made for the 44 GHz channel, whose non-circular, non-Gaussian
effective beam puts into question the orthonormality condition
(Eq. (A.14)). For the 44 GHz channel we have thus opted to
adopt the following rule.
– The photometry at 44 GHz is obtained from the 30–100 GHz
run of the MTXF, as described above. Due to the non-ideality
of the 44 GHz beam the flux density estimates for this channel will be less accurate than for the rest of the Planck mission. In particular, for this case we observe that the 44 GHz
MTFX flux densities are underestimated with respect to previous Planck catalogues.
– The 44 GHz MTXF flux densities must be corrected for
this effect. We have used the PCCS2 sources as calibrators to obtain an average correction (only for the 44 GHz
channel). The PCCS2 flux densities have been extensively
checked and calibrated by the Planck team (Planck Collaboration XXVI 2016) and thus we trust PCCS2 flux densities
to be reliable calibrators, particularly taking into account that
we are using the same sky images. The correction factor is
obtained by calculating the average ratio between the 44 GHz
PCCS2 and the 44 GHz MTXF flux densities for sources
with 44 GHz PCCS2 flux densities >500 mJy. The resulting factor is 1.36. We use this average ratio as a multiplicative calibration factor to obtain the final 44 GHz MTXF flux
densities.
– In order to avoid contamination from the non-Gaussian
sources at 44 GHz leaking into the neighbour channels at 30
and 70 GHz, we have performed a separate run of the filters
using only the 30-, 70-, 100-, and 143 GHz bands. Flux densities at 30 and 70 GHz come from this particular run.
For the rest of the channels (from 100 to 857 GHz) we follow the
more general rule described above.
B.1. MTXF photometry

By construction, MTXFs are normalized in such a way that the
value of the filtered images at the position of a given source in a
given frequency channel k is an unbiased estimator of the source
amplitude in that channel, Ak , as defined in Eq. (A.1), and in the
same physical units as the input maps. Therefore the MTXF photometry, equivalent to the DETFLUX column in the PCCS and the
PCCS2 (see a description of the various methods used for Planck
photometry in Planck Collaboration XXVIII 2014; Planck Collaboration XXVI 2016), is obtained by just taking the value of
the central pixel of the source and transforming it to flux density
units (namely mJy).
While the extraction of the flux densities is straightforward,
the true positions of the sources are not perfectly known. Since
the input catalogue is constructed from a blind search on maps
that are affected by foreground contamination and instrumental
noise, there will be an unavoidable positional uncertainty, especially for the faintest sources. In order to deal with this uncertainty, we give as an estimation of Ak the value of the local
maximum of the filtered image inside a circle of radius equal
to the FWHM at frequency k centred at the coordinates of each
target in the input catalogue. This gives us a better chance of
catching the true position of the sources; however, on the other
hand it makes MTXF photometry more sensitive to positive fluctuations of the background, which could lead to overestimates in
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the photometry. We will discuss this problem in more detail in
Sect. 5.1.
As an estimate of the photometric error, we provide the rms
of the filtered generalized noise, σwk , calculated in a circular ring
with inner radius of twice the FWHM (for frequency k) and outer
radius of 5 times the FWHM, centred at the coordinates of the
target.
Other photometric estimators, such as aperture photometry,
can be useful for certain purposes, but cannot be directly applied
to images filtered with the MTXF. This is because the output
MTXF filtered images are zero-mean and the profiles of the filtered sources depend non-trivially on the statistics of the local
foregrounds, which vary strongly across the sky. Additionally,
application of any further filter (including aperture photometry)
to optimally filtered maps results in a degradation of the S/N.
Aperture photometry must therefore be calculated on the nonfiltered images, where the S/N enhancement of the MTXF has
not been gained. For this reason and although aperture photometry can be more robust than MTXF photometry for the case of
extended sources, we do not provide APERFLUX values for this
catalogue.
B.2. Blending effects

Since the Planck input catalogue is selected at two channels (30
and 143 GHz), it is possible that two or more targets selected at
the channel with better angular resolution (143 GHz in this case)
lie inside the same 30 GHz beam. In order to quantify the rate of
occurrence of this kind of coincidence in our catalogue, we have
performed an internal matching of the positions of the Planck
input catalogue using a search radius of 32.0293 (the Planck
Reduced Instrument Model FWHM at 30 GHz; Planck Collaboration ES 2015). We find 5130 groups (affecting a total of 9125
sources with S /N ≥ 1 at 30 GHz) within that search radius,
most of them containing two sources, but some of them with
as many as 35 closely clustered positions. The extreme cases are
located around the Galactic plane and the Magellanic Clouds.
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To a lesser extent, the same effect applies to the intermediate
44-, 70-, and 100 GHz channels. When this occurs, the Planck
multi-frequency catalogue of non-thermal sources will contain
different entries for low-frequency sources that would be otherwise identified as single objects. In principle, each one of these
entries will show a flux density that could be contaminated by
overlap with the other targets in the vicinity convolved by the
Planck beam at the corresponding observation frequency. Fortunately, we obtain the photometry of PCNT sources after filtering
with the MTXF method. By construction, MTXFs tend to have
a deconvolving effect on point sources at lower frequencies, at
least in regard to photometric estimations.
In order to check the effect of source blending on MTXF
photometry we have performed 1000 bootstrap simulations,
injecting sources in regions devoid of bright sources in the
Planck maps. The distribution of flux densities of the simulated
sources follows the distribution of the PCNT catalogue. For each
simulated source, we have simulated a companion source at a
random angular distance 7.040 ≤ r ≤ 32.2930 (the FWHM values at 143 and 30 GHz, respectively), also following the PCNT
flux density distribution. Then we have filtered the maps and
have compared the filter photometry with the input value. We
find that for sources with flux density S > 500 mJy the average
contamination is only 3% in the worst channel case (30 GHz).
In individual cases, the contamination can be large if the source
under consideration has an ultra-bright companion, but due to
the fast decline of the number counts at high flux densities these
cases are rare. Therefore, we conclude that the contamination
by source blending effects in the PCNT is small, and it should
have little impact on the statistical properties of the catalogue.
Nevertheless, to be on the safe side, we provide a Group_FLAG
column in the catalogue, which takes the boolean value True
for those sources that belong to groups, in the sense defined
above. We recommend caution when using 30 GHz flux densities around and below the 500 mJy threshold for sources with
Group_FLAG=True, especially if there is a much brighter (tens
of janskys) source in the same group.

